Sarah Kreps’ (GOVERNMENT) comments about a new poll on drones continued to receive coverage, running in another 122 media outlets this week.

STATS AT A GLANCE

- 161 external media stories tracked
- 1 press release/tip sheet distributed
- 2 studio appearances arranged
- 11 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 4 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 34 Tumblr blog entries
- 29 Tweets
- 8 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

**APSU students learn from award winning American slavery scholar Ed Baptist**
*Clarksville Online*, 5/7/15
Ed Baptist (HISTORY)

**Gamelan On at Cornell**
*Ithaca Times*, 5/7/16
Marty Hatch, Chris Miller (MUSIC)

**Back to the old school – but when was that again?**
*The Guardian*, 5/5/15
Travis Gosa (AFRICANA)

**Revisiting the Great Migration through paintings and poetry**
*PBS*, 5/5/15
Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon, Crystal Williams MFA ’00 (ENGLISH)

**Cornell offers online documentaries on China**
Richard Miller (PHILOSOPHY)
In memoriam of M.H. Abrams
Ira Nadel Ph.D. ‘70

Hannah McKinney wins JFK Award for prison advocacy work
*Cornell Chronicle, 5/7/15*
Hannah McKinney ’15 (AMERICAN STUDIES, HISTORY)

MFA readings this weekend *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 5/5/15*
(ENGLISH)

Cornell Winds and Jazz Take on Coltrane and More
*Cornell Daily Sun, 5/4/15*
James Spinazzola (MUSIC)
On The Brink: Austin Bunn on His Literary Debut
*Cornell Daily Sun, 5/3/15*
Austin Bunn (PMA)

**Sciences and Math**

- Cornell observatory helps you see ‘photogenic members of the cosmic zoo’
*Ithaca Voice, 5/8/15*
Don Barry, graduate student Michael Roman (ASTRONOMY)

- AUDIO: Looking for the aliens at Cornell
*WHCU, 5/7/15*
Lisa Kaltenegger (ASTRONOMY)

Mars Exploration Rovers Update: Opportunity Logs Sol 4000, Digs Spirit of St. Louis Crater
*Planetary Society, 5/5/15*
Steve Squyres (ASTRONOMY)

- *(un)Discovered Worlds’ topic of Pale Blue Dots event *
*Ithaca Journal, 5/5/15* and 1 other media outlet
Jonathan Lunine, Lisa Kaltenegger (ASTRONOMY)

- UC to host Mars exploration lecture on Thursday
*Charleston Gazette, 5/4/15* and 1 other media outlet
Steve Squyres (ASTRONOMY)

Three Atom-thick Electronic Sheets for Semiconductors
*CE Magazine, 5/4/15* and 3 other media outlets
Jiwoong Park, Kibum Kang, graduate student Saien Xie (CHEMISTRY)

Two A&S faculty win early career research awards *
*College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 5/7/15*
Thomas Hartman, Kyle Lancaster (PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY)
Collect them all

Cornell Chronicle, 5/5/15
Hector Abreuña (CHEMISTRY)

"Math in Glass” public lecture to be held Saturday*
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 5/4/15
(MATH)

Social Sciences

How to Ruin Mother’s Day
Huffington Post, 5/7/15 and 1 other media outlet
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

AP Poll: Americans approve of drone strikes on terrorists
Savannah Morning News, 5/2/15, and 121 other media outlets
Sarah Kreps (GOVERNMENT)

American Dream? Or Mirage?
New York Times, 5/1/15
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

Hirokazu Miyazaki named next director of Einaudi Center
Cornell Chronicle, 5/7/15
Hirokazu Miyazaki (ANTHROPOLOGY)

Cornellians Examine U.S.-Cuban Relations
Cornell Daily Sun, 5/5/15 and 1 other media outlet
Timothy DeVoogd, Ken Roberts, Gustavo Flores-Macias (PSYCHOLOGY, GOVERNMENT)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

Meet ‘Sammus,’ an Ithaca rapper with rising star power
Ithaca Voice, 5/6/15
Enongo Lumumba-Kasongo, graduate student (S&TS)

New CU President Inauguration Scheduled
Ithaca Times, 5/5/15, Cornell Chronicle, Cornell Daily Sun and 1 other media outlet
Gretchen Ritter, Bruce Levitt, Joseph Burns, Suzanne Mettler (PMA, ASTRONOMY, GOVERNMENT)

Ask 'Why Cornell,' and My Answer Starts With an iPod
The Huffington Post, 5/1/15 and 1 other media outlet
Calvin Ng ’18

Spring break, Arab Spring and parental consent
Cornell Chronicle, 5/7/15
Nicole Bakhoun ’15, Arwah Yaqub ’16 (BIOLOGY, NES)
Rawlings Scholars display an array of research
Cornell Chronicle, 5/7/15
Emma Gerstenzang ‘15

OADI honors salute student, staff, faculty diversity
Cornell Chronicle, 5/5/15
Kemar Prussien ’15 (PSYCHOLOGY), Rachel Reindorf ’16

Cornell ‘family’ bids adieu to Skorton, Davisson
Cornell Chronicle, 5/4/15
David Feldshuh (PMA)

Faculty symposium looks at sexual assault in higher ed
Cornell Chronicle, 5/1/15
Ron Booker, Joseph Burns (NBB, ASTRONOMY)
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